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Abstract

Debate over grand strategy is nearly absent in US politics. Relative military power, over time, generated bipartisan support for primacy, a grand strategy that sees global US military dominance as the basis for US security. The elite consensus in favor of primacy saps political demand for critical analysis of it or consideration of alternative grand strategies. Because Washington think tank analysts and public intellectuals mostly answer to political masters, they have no incentive to buck the conventional line and question primacy. They focus on operational questions about how to implement primacy, unlike academic analysts, who debate the merits of alternative grand strategies. In this article we demonstrate the limits of debate about grand strategy in US politics and explain this absence of debate. We also explain why think tank analysts, more than academics, conform to this consensus and conclude by considering implications for analysts in both academia and Washington.

✵ ✵ ✵ ✵ ✵

The vast majority of US foreign policy makers are devotees of primacy, a grand strategy that sees global US military exertions— alliances, foreign bases, patrols, military training, regular wars, and continual air-strikes—as the only guarantee of national security, global stability, and free trade. Foreign policy debate in Washington, when it exists, mostly concerns how to implement primacy rather than alternative grand strategies. This article explains why the foreign policy establishment tends to
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avoid debating strategic ends and focuses instead on means. We call that tendency the *operational mind-set*. Superscript 1

Because primacy serves the interests of US political leaders, there is little demand for arguments questioning it. Ambitious analysts avoid evaluating strategy and focus instead on operational analysis. The stream of books, papers, reports, panel discussions, testimony, televised arguments, and the like from government agencies, Congress, bipartisan commissions, and think tanks gives the impression that US foreign policy is the result of rigorous argumentation occurring in a true marketplace of ideas. However, policy makers use social science, including the shallow sort Washington produces, more to legitimize policy than to form beliefs about which policy to pursue. The sheen of independent expertise heightens the appeal of a particular policy and protects it from dissent. Left unevaluated, primacy has gained adherents and become more like an article of faith one invokes rather than an idea one evaluates.

It is naïve to expect think tanks to evaluate grand strategy absent demand from political patrons. True strategic debate in Washington would require a change in consensus politics. Because that is currently unlikely, if academics do not interrogate the assumptions underlying US foreign policy, no one will. Doing so will not produce immediate results. Policy makers tend to ignore academia, not because it is considered a “cult of irrelevance,” meaning esoteric subject matter and complex methods, but because of academics’ disinclination to tell policy makers only what they want to hear. Superscript 2 Academia should reward policy relevance but understand that “relevance” often means being a naysayer.

In this article, we first show the dearth of debate in Washington about grand strategy. Then, we explain this absence of debate and how primacy achieved dominance. Next, we discuss the politics that encourage think tank analysts, more than academics, to conform to the prevailing consensus. In conclusion, we explore what the argument suggests for analysts in both academia and Washington.

The Missing Debate

The US foreign policy establishment—the group of people typically appointed to security posts in the federal government, writing for the major opinion pages, and hired by most prominent think tanks—barely debates grand strategy. Superscript 3 This claim may be surprising given the vast attention Washington pays to foreign policy and the many people there...
who analyze it for a living. Certainly foreign policy analysts produce many arguments, and the think tank industry is healthy and growing. Several large US think tanks dealing with foreign policy opened in the last decade, while the previously existing ones grew substantially.\(^4\) (In 2011, think tanks that included foreign policy departments spent over $1.2 billion, an increase of approximately 40 percent over the decade, adjusting for inflation.\(^5\)) In theory, think tanks function as universities without students, places where intellectuals freely research public policy and propose ways to improve it. In what might be termed the *marketplace of ideas view*, political leaders and the interested public evaluate and choose among such proposals.\(^6\) In this view, debate exposes poor ideas and selects the best, as markets do with products.

The usual complaint about the Washington foreign policy debate is that it is excessive and overly partisan, not that it is insufficient. Pundits and politicians frequently call for a more bipartisan foreign policy, an end to politics beyond the water’s edge. They bemoan the loss of the Cold War strategic consensus around containment. Even political scientists who understand that the Cold War actually included plenty of partisan division about foreign policy and the meaning of containment still tend to lament the increased partisanship in US foreign policy since the Cold War.\(^7\) Anyone watching cable news or reading major opinion pages knows that each source features considerable, often bitter, debate about foreign policy decisions.

Why worry about the limits of a debate that is so heated and widely lamented? The answer is that the rancor of arguments tells us little about their stakes. Despite the partisanship infusing Washington’s foreign policy debate and the expansion of think tanks participating in it, shared assumptions narrow the disputed terrain. Debate focuses on how to enact the goals of the grand strategy of primacy, not their wisdom. The debate is more about operational analysis than grand strategy.

*Operational analysis* considers how to best implement goals without evaluating the goals themselves—taking objectives as given.\(^8\) An operational mind-set means doing that all the time. It is the approach of a passenger riding shotgun who studies the map to find the ideal route, adjusts the engine if need be, and always accepts the destination without protest. There is nothing inherently wrong with that approach. Even opponents of government programs should want them to run more efficiently.\(^9\) The problem occurs when operational thinking becomes a
widespread habit that occurs at the expense of—or masquerades as—an evaluative mind-set, where analysts ask whether the ideas animating policies, even sacred ones, are sound. Unexamined strategic goals can become a kind of operational code or guiding ideology, their wisdom taken for granted.

Strategy is logic for a choice among options; it prioritizes. Strategy is “grand” when it aims to guide other foreign policy goals and decisions. Those subsidiary goals, in theory, steer diplomatic goals and military strategy, which in turn drive agency choices, down to the smallest decisions. Grand strategies are general theories of how states create security for themselves. Grand strategy is unavoidable and occurs whenever states have security policies informed by causal ideas, which is virtually always. The permanence of competing parties and goals, however, ensures that grand strategy is never fully realized. It is particularly difficult to achieve without pressing dangers to unify people, and the degree of realization varies across and within states.

Academics—generally within the security or international relations fields of political science—weigh competing grand strategies, like selective engagement, restraint, and primacy, both explicitly and by evaluating their underlying theoretical claims. Political scientists also occasionally study operational issues. Analysts within the foreign policy establishment, by contrast, focus on operational questions. They do produce occasional writing and conferences on grand strategy but rarely evaluate primacy. They tend instead to reify it, often in the guise of new buzzwords and murky geopolitical analysis.

**Prime Ascends**

In current US foreign policy, primacy, also known as “liberal hegemony,” consists of an interlocking set of beliefs. One is that US leadership is crucial to the maintenance of “the global order,” which refers generally to peace among great powers, international commerce, and state cooperation through international organizations. A second belief is that US leadership largely comprises military commitments—allies, overseas bases, naval patrols, and threats or acts of war. The reasoning is generally that US military power deters aggression, limiting the need for states to defend themselves, preventing security dilemmas: self-reinforcing dynamics of mutual alarm. US military power therefore functions like a global police force, averting the need for states to secure
themselves. Because of these beliefs, primacy places a high value on allies, and its adherents support the permanence of US defense alliances like NATO, often support their expansion, and generally push for new alliances when they perceive new threats. Primacy’s advocates see many threats to the United States. They worry about the credibility of the many promises the United States makes to defend allies. They fear proliferation of weapons technology, especially nuclear weapons. Primacists tend to argue that internal conditions abroad (foreign civil wars, failed states, or illiberal governments) can easily undermine US global leadership, creating danger. These fears translate into heavy work for the US national security establishment. So, primacists tend to favor high military spending and regular uses of force—patrols, military-to-military training, deployments of forces, commitments to defend nations, or acts of war. Primacy, in other words, is conducive to war. Its expansive view of threats creates a grab bag of reasons to support proposed wars or military strikes and few arguments for peace. Liberal internationalists, the Democratic primacists, and the neoconservatives and hawkish nationalists comprising the Republican cohort typically offer overlapping but differing rationales for wars. For example, in advocating the invasion of Iraq in 2003, Republican primacists emphasized the need to demonstrate US credibility, pro-democracy arguments, and preventive-war logic of stopping terrorists from getting nuclear weapons, while liberal internationalists emphasized nonproliferation concerns and the Saddam Hussein regime’s violation of international law and humanitarian abuses. Most recent US wars produced a similar pattern of complementary rationales. Primacists do not agree on everything. The Republican variety mostly sees international institutions, especially the United Nations, as worse than useless in that they can impede US activism. Liberal internationalists believe in at least the appearance of cooperation with international institutions, mainly because the seal of multilateral approval makes the exercise of US power more palatable abroad. Right-leaning primacists are more skeptical of humanitarian rationales for wars but usually support the same wars for other reasons. Partisanship highlights these narrow areas of disagreement among primacists, drawing attention away from their large realm of agreement. While foreign policy elites debated primacy’s tenets early in the Cold War, it has increasingly become a bipartisan ethos. Primacy reigns at the
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major US think tanks, both right- and left-leaning. Today it is hard to imagine how a president could fill the national security bureaucracy with non-primacist appointees, unless he or she was willing to rely on inexperienced academics.

Because primacy is a hawkish grand strategy, its dominance in Washington limits analysis of US war goals. In the last two decades at least, wars have commenced without much debate in the foreign policy establishment. Even the decision to invade Iraq, easily the most controversial war in recent decades, generated only limited debate. Though a majority of House Democrats and 21 of 50 Democratic senators voted against the resolution to use force in October 2002, their objections focused more on timing and tactics—the imminence of the threat, the strength of war plans, and the danger of taking attention from the war in Afghanistan—than on the broader wisdom of occupying Iraq and overthrowing its government.

The George W. Bush administration debated how to market the war but not whether to have it. Few of the principals can even say when that decision occurred. According to Bob Woodward, then-Secretary of State Colin Powell hoped to dissuade the president from war but never actually opposed it. The intelligence community raised doubts about the quality of intelligence on Iraq’s arsenal and the difficulties of achieving postwar stability. President Bush and his top advisors seem to have taken these warnings mostly as a threat to their effort to win support for war. The same goes for the cautiously antiwar statements offered by officials from the George H.W. Bush administration, most notably Brent Scowcroft, the former national security advisor. There is no evidence that George W. Bush administration officials debated the merits of these claims.

Think tank analysts and pundits were not much better. Prior to the invasion, their focus was mostly how to make war and the postwar plan. One study showed that only 4 percent of the guests appearing on the nightly news to discuss the potential war during the early weeks of February 2003 expressed any skepticism about its prudence. The Wall Street Journal’s editorial page editor, Paul Gigot, dismissed the relevance of the antiwar views expressed by Cato Institute scholars, suggesting they represent “four or five people in a phone booth.” That is a reasonable description of how primacy’s critics feel in Washington.

Over the last decade, the wars, along with economic slowdown and debt, made the foreign policy establishment more dovish, especially
about occupational wars. But that shift came without much strategic reevaluation. Only when the public and major Democratic politicians turned against the wars did left-leaning think tanks begin openly to support their end. Even then, there were precious few efforts to revisit the rationales that had sustained the wars. The establishment now pursues the same broad set of goals with less tolerance for risk in their pursuit. Recent debates about Syria, Yemen, and Ukraine concern degrees of activism, whether to go from sanctions to lethal aid to bombing. No one in or near power publicly suggests that US interests in these places are insufficient to warrant much effort.

For example, Washington’s debate about the 2011 US bombing campaign in Libya was quiet and narrow, despite the rather incredible claims that the administration and other war backers made: that war would produce liberal democracy in Libya and enhance its prospects in the region by convincing other tyrants to tolerate protest or revolutionary movements. The administration also made dubious claims about the vast humanitarian value of the intervention. Congress paid virtually no attention to the war’s rationale. Think tanks focused more on the conduct of the war and the organization of Libya in its aftermath than on its wisdom. Hardly anyone outside academia suggested that Muammar Qaddafi’s fall was likely to bring long-term instability. Libya’s descent toward chaos since the war has not stopped its advocates from celebrating their wisdom and urging similar tactics in Syria.

**Current Trends: More of the Same**

Two recent developments show the strength of the establishment consensus. First, Republicans leaders, especially those who ran for president, vociferously criticized the Obama administration’s foreign policy for being weak yet proposed no clear alternative. An example is the recent book by former Vice President Dick Cheney and his daughter Liz. After three lengthy chapters attacking the Obama administration for “retreating” or “appeasing” on defense policy, the Cheneys’ conclusion suggests no new wars, no new theaters for existing wars, and no new military alliances. They excoriate the Iran nuclear weapons deal but argue for a better one. They portray ISIS (the Islamic State) as a cataclysmic threat in rapid advance, but they do not call for regular US ground forces to directly fight it. Their great concern about Russia’s uncontained aggression leads them to propose doing more of what is being done: more NATO
exercises, sanctions, and aid to Ukraine. Former presidential candidates like Jeb Bush, Marco Rubio, and Ted Cruz took similar lines.

The problem for Republicans is that the Obama administration subscribes to primacy, albeit with a partial dissent on the importance of credibility. The administration seems to support most current alliances, has increased efforts to counter Russia and China, and is making war, with special operations forces, conventional airpower, or drone strikes, in seven countries. Republicans have little room to show their relative hawkishness beyond proposing larger deployments of US ground forces, which is electorally dangerous, and spending more on defense. So for all their rhetorical assaults on the Obama’s administration’s foreign policies, conventional Republicans propose doing more of the same, with more tough talk.

The second example is the reaction to Donald Trump’s presidential campaign. Trump deviated to a limited extent from the primacy consensus by questioning the value of NATO and suggesting that South Korea and Japan acquiring nuclear weapons might reduce the US defense burden. That seemed to have helped him with the Republican electorate, which, as noted, does not share the establishment’s belief in primacy. But Trump’s statements caused apoplexy among both the liberal internationalist and neoconservative bands of primacists. Their unified opposition to Trump’s foreign policy views reflects their unified belief in primacy.

How Primacy Achieved Dominance

US relative power explains why primacy rules in Washington. Relative power comes from military capability, wealth, and geographic advantage. These factors give the United States the ability to adopt ambitious objectives abroad. They also keep the US public remote from the consequences of US security policy and thus generally disinterested. This circumstance permits political leaders to pursue primacy without much fear of electoral consequence. US power also encourages American political leaders to embrace the global military role that primacy justifies. Washington’s foreign policy analysts accept these goals because of professional incentives and the socialization they produce over time. Before elaborating on that explanation, we reject two others. One is that primacy became the nation’s grand strategy by winning intellectual battles. The second is that primacy reflects democratic will.
One argument for primacy’s dominance in Washington is that it won out in a reasoned debate. Peter Feaver remarks, “Radical critiques of American foreign policy are known and given lots of air time proportional to their influence. You can’t swing a dead cat without hearing a serious critique of American foreign policy at an academic conference, for example. These views are known, considered, and rejected.”

That view, where Washington rejects alternatives to primacy after giving them a fair shake, predicts that its advocates rely on a solid intellectual case. If that is so, they might build on well-established international relations scholarship and history. Or finding hostile theory and scholarship, primacy’s backers would explain the flaws that cause them to reject it, essentially building up a theoretical alternative. Neither occurs.

International relations scholarship rarely produces clear conclusions. One can find support for competing grand strategies by picking on one set of articles or another. Still, on balance, primacy’s core arguments rest on poor theoretical footing. The emphasis on alliances, for example, hinges on several doubtful assumptions. One is that states lacking a US alliance will generally kowtow to more powerful ones—bandwagoning, in international relations jargon—allowing aggressors to gather strength and ambition, as occurred with Nazi Germany. A second assumption is that if states do not “bandwagon” and instead work to defend themselves by balancing stronger power, danger will result, either because the balancing among rivals creates mutual fear conducive to war or because other states’ independence undermines US leadership. International relations scholarship, however, suggests that states, especially strong ones, often balance power; that most balances are stable, particularly where geography makes borders more defensible; and that few foreign wars greatly impact the United States.

Primacy’s insistence that US military alliances impede nuclear weapons proliferation casts aside well-established arguments: that US military presence and power encourage proliferation among threatened states and that nuclear weapons can create mutual deterrence conducive to peace. The same goes for primacists’ claim that US military presence enables global trade. The argument implies without basis that trade is brittle or easily disrupted and that other states are unlikely to police their own trade if the US Navy does not. Primacists also argue that a global US military presence caused the decline of war among states in recent decades. Prominent academic studies attribute the current
era of relative peace to other causes. Even the theories of liberal and capitalist peace, which might seem to better accommodate primacists’ claims, do not argue that US military exertions abroad generally spread liberal or capitalist systems. Scholarhip suggests, rather, that US military actions are often counterproductive to those ends.

Doubtful hypotheses also inform the establishment take on the threats energizing primacy. Credibility fears follow from the idea that coercive threats are difficult to uphold and that reputations for acting on them travel easily across time and space. Scholarship on the matter suggests instead that the credibility of threats is more contextual: credibility depends on the interests and military power of the state making threats. Primacy’s fear of disordered states turns on the belief that they produce international terrorism and other ills. But few failed states produce these troubles. Moreover, primacy’s enthusiasm for trying to repair such states often means downplaying a threat with a substantial historical pedigree: that of nationalism and other identity politics conducive to violent resistance against occupiers.

We cannot exhaustively catalog all of primacy’s flaws or debate the rare academics who defend it using international relations literature. The point here is to exemplify weakness in the case for primacy. That helps explain the academic crowd in range of Feaver’s swinging dead cat. Primacy’s flaws are the big reason why international relations scholars, especially those who study security, tend to critique it.

Academics’ dovish take on war and defense spending suggests their skepticism about primacy. In 2007, roughly 80 percent of academics in the international relations field reported having opposed the war in Iraq at its outset. Even if the war’s course generated some false reporting, the true number is surely far higher than in the establishment, where initial opposition was rare. The 2009 Afghanistan surge was probably equally unpopular in academia. Columbia University professor Jack Snyder remarked then that “pretty much everyone [in the academy] thinks that the conditions in Afghanistan are terrible, that the political situation is terrible, and thus that the conditions for successful counterinsurgency and state-building are inauspicious.” A 2004–2005 survey of international relations scholars asked, “Do you think that the United States should increase its spending on national defense, keep it about the same, or cut it back?” Just short of half—49 percent—answered, “Cut,” while 41 percent chose, “Keep same.” Only 10 percent answered, “Increase.”
the researchers asked the question again in 2008–2009, 64 percent said, “Cut” and 30 percent chose, “Keep the same”; this time, only 6 percent called for an increase. On taking office in 2009, Barack Obama, the most liberal American president in at least 30 years, proceeded to increase military spending that had nearly doubled in the previous decade. Little objection came from the foreign policy establishment.

Some will object that liberal politics, not knowledge, turns academics against primacy. There is likely some truth in this, but liberalism, at least in the sense of supporting Democrats, does not preclude supporting primacy. Democratic foreign policy elites, after all, typically embrace primacy’s liberal internationalist variant. The same is true of many academics. Also, in the American international relations field, the dominant academic critique of primacy comes from realism. Realism grew in opposition to legalist or missionary approaches to foreign policy promoted by Wilsonian progressives. It travelled historically with the political right. That link has weakened, but still many prominent realists lean right politically, albeit idiosyncratically. Despite some variation, primacy is unpopular with academics mostly because it is a set of bad ideas.

Had primacy succeeded on its intellectual merits in spite of scholarly criticism, its establishment advocates would make its theoretical case themselves, or at least cite those that do. Instead, they ignore the problem. If leading politicians are aware of primacy’s theoretical failing, they do a good job pretending otherwise. Even think tank analysts, many of whom hold advanced international relations degrees, mostly avoid engaging academic criticism of primacy. If they mention alternative grand strategies, it is to dismiss straw man versions in a few sentences, often by labeling them politically irrelevant. Few cite even the academic works taking their side. Many policy makers and think tank scholars appear to be unaware that they employ theories about international politics; some even deny having a theory. Primacy’s theoretical weakness does not concern its advocates in Washington.

General Public versus Elites

The democratic explanation for primacy’s dominance also lacks support. According to a 2014 Chicago Council on Global Affairs study, the public is far less enthusiastic about taking an “active” role in global affairs and global leadership than elites. That divide holds across partisan lines. There is a substantial gap between elites identifying as Democrat,
Republican, or Independent and the public for each group. Similarly, elites are more supportive of using force to defend allies and long-term US military bases and more likely to agree that those garrisons produce stability. Various studies show that the public is historically less hawkish on issues of war and defense spending than elites.

Recent wars also reflect the divide. A November 2009 Pew poll, taken just before the president announced the surge of US troops in Afghanistan, found that 32 percent of the American public wanted more US troops in Afghanistan, and 40 percent wanted to decrease the troop presence. In a companion poll, Pew found that 50 percent of Council on Foreign Relations members wanted a troop increase and 24 percent wanted a decrease. In 2014, the Chicago Council found even wider gaps between foreign policy elites and the public on the question of keeping troops in Afghanistan. Similar dynamics—a foreign policy elite pushing a reluctant public to support military escalation—occurred in recent years with Libya and Syria.

These results suggest that the foreign policy establishment pushes the public toward primacy, not the other way. A more accurate explanation for primacy’s success is that it rationalizes policies that leaders already support. Relative power, especially the military capability to act abroad, allows those policies and creates constituencies that support them—a set of beneficiaries who support primacy. Power and geography also keep the costs of the policies low and distributed enough so that the public is disinterested, giving leaders a relatively free hand.

Taking the cost side first, geography and the wealth to generate military power insulate the United States from the consequences of security policy, including war. The public lacks incentive to closely monitor foreign policy. It remains rationally ignorant. Unlike pocketbook issues, foreign policy questions are rarely salient: they generally rank low among voters’ concerns and contribute little to their voting decisions. So politicians seldom have strong electoral reasons to cater to voters’ foreign policy views. Voters are more dovish than foreign policy elites for the same reasons. They are mostly too disinterested to listen to the establishment’s hawkish tenets. For most Americans, the only direct cost of foreign policy fiascoes is marginally higher tax rates and unsettling newscasts. Since the draft ended, war kills “only” the volunteer military and foreigners. By contrast, for Europeans living 100 years ago, losing wars potentially meant conquest and its depredations. Even successful
wars could kill off large swaths of young men and consume considerable portions of national wealth.

Wealth creation has reduced the economic burden of US security policy without curtailment of its ambitions. Americans now spend around what they did on defense at the height of the Cold War, in real terms, but the percentage of wealth devoted to that purpose is far lower. It takes less than 4 percent of gross domestic product, which keeps down the tax burden and leaves plenty of funds for other programs. The interest groups associated with low taxes and those programs have less reason to oppose primacy’s policies.

**Primacy Unopposed**

The absence of rivals leaves the United States free to roam. Few states combine the desire and ability to resist US military deployments. True, the military would run into trouble if it invaded China or approached various other hostile coasts. And the price of occupying restive lands has also proved restrictive. Still, opportunities for US military aid outnumber obstacles. Many countries invite US forces in to subsidize their defense. The world never lacks for civil unrest whose victims US forces might protect, and outraged editorialists reliably take up the cause.

These conditions produce a support base for primacy. As is the case with other public policy areas (like farm subsidies) that create diffuse costs and concentrated benefits, a minority of special interests rules a majority of the apathetic. This set of minority interests (that is, the foreign policy establishment) functions as a kind of oligarchy in its domain, but only insofar as its prescribed policies do not concentrate costs that awaken organized opposition. That occurs if defense spending threatens other spending and programs dear to other powerful special interests. Likewise, when wars impose high costs without clear benefit, the public gets engaged and pressures elected leaders to limit or end the war, as occurred eventually with the Vietnam and Iraq wars.

It is a simplification to speak of the foreign policy establishment as a singular entity. There is certainly conflict among its elements. But US power limits that conflict. A lot of interests get their wishes, and the nation, as a result, pursues security objectives so broad that in sum they approach global management. The key actors here can be called the military-industrial-congressional complex: those interests, organizations, and elected officials that share an interest in high military spending.
That includes the military services, whose budgets fund bases and production contracts important in many electoral districts, the companies and unions drawing on those budgets, and the elected officials representing those districts, who usually seek seats on defense committees.80 Other interests conducive to primacy are lobby groups favoring particular countries, civic groups supporting particular military services, and various research entities, including arms of universities and think tanks that receive military or foreign-government research grants.

Primacy is useful less as a rationale for particular policy goals than as justification for limiting choices among them. US policy makers strain for compromise because they divide power in a system that is open to the influence of diverse interest groups.81 Senators and representatives fight across party and committee lines to direct policy. The presidency, despite the more dominant role it assumed over the direction of foreign policy during the Cold War, still shares those powers with Congress.82 The State Department, the intelligence agencies, and the Pentagon compete for power. The Pentagon spreads authority among four military services, unified combatant commands, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

This division of power militates against strategic coherence, especially when threats are limited.83 By voting for budgets, as they generally must, politicians essentially endorse the whole package, including items of no direct importance to them. In explaining their votes, it is insufficient to simply admit the need for compromise among parochial and bureaucratic agendas. Those arguments may be honest, but they offend the notion that leaders elected by states or districts should serve the national interest, especially in the security realm. That is true especially of presidents, who are elected nationally, of course, but forced by the limits of time and influence to compromise with the various parochial or narrow interests.84

Grand strategies, or the simpler versions of them politicians express, can serve that rationalization function. They try to align the various goals within defense budgets into an expression of national interest. In the United States, primacy is especially useful in this regard because it discriminates so little. By justifying activist US military policies virtually anywhere, primacy accommodates a host of agendas. These interests would compete more if the United States had less power. Primacy results from the luxury to avoid choices among programs, dangers, and
regions. It is a pretense of strategy, helping avoid the choices that true strategy entails.

Primacy’s popularized story has been the dominant rationale, under various names, with various tweaks, at least since the Cold War’s end. Arguably, its reign began when the Truman administration imagined the Soviet Union’s containment as a global struggle with communism. Its popularity has risen along with US relative power. As with other successful ideologies, the story’s repetition by influential people convinces others, some of whom are or become leaders.

Intellectual dominance also gives primacy social cachet. People in Washington’s foreign policy circles adopt it outwardly even if they are not fully convinced, which in turn convinces others or encourages them to act convinced. So primacy’s promoters are both those that benefit from power’s exercise and those convinced by their story. The groups overlap considerably, especially in the foreign policy establishment. Most of primacy’s supporters do not choose to believe in it so much as they absorb it through a combination of ambition, compromise, and socialization.

**Why Think Tanks Conform to Consensus**

Washington’s think tank analysts broadly embrace primacy because they are not independent of the politics they study. The marketplace of ideas view misconstrues power’s relationship with social science, especially the sort think tanks produce. Most think tanks exist more to serve power than to guide it.

With relatively weak parties and power divided among branches, agencies and congressional committees, the US government has many points where political leaders—elected and appointed government officials—might seek the advice of outside experts. Leaders seek three major sorts of help from experts: guidance as to what policy goals to pursue, evaluation of alternative means to reach those goals, and validation that helps with marketing policy goals. Think tanks serve in all three roles but tend to emphasize the first, as befits the marketplace of ideas story. But what leaders most often want from outside experts is help with marketing—the imprimatur of scholarly credibility—affirmation in the guise of consultation. Leaders, in other words, rarely want the policy equivalent of architects so much as real-estate brokers.

Some exceptional politicians and officials defy this generalization. And there are times where an election, crisis, or new assignment sends leaders
looking for broad intellectual guidance from independent analysts.\textsuperscript{91} There are, however, several reasons why those are the exceptions. First, other leaders, staff, interest groups, and parties compete for the policy guidance role, limiting outsiders’ roles. Second, leaders’ circumstances generally push them to focus on implementing existing goals rather than identifying new ones. Those in government are often short on time to make the kind of study needed to formulate new directions. And political leaders mostly got where they are by acting on strong beliefs, which are hard to modify.\textsuperscript{92}

\textbf{The Lure of Validation}

The nature of the US political system is the third and most important reason why leaders use experts especially for validation. The diffusion of power makes it difficult to form and maintain coalitions of support for policies, especially new ones. Leaders struggle to sell their preferred policies to each other, interest groups, and the public.\textsuperscript{93} “They can heighten support for a policy by convincing others that it serves not only its sponsors and some narrow set of economic or geographic interests but also the general good. Experts armed with advanced degrees and impressive résumés can credibly claim to speak for the national interest. Their endorsement is especially valuable when they seemingly have no incentive to give it—when their institutional affiliation indicates independence from political authority.

Think tanks have a competitive advantage in performing this function: their balance of independent expertise and subordination to a political agenda.\textsuperscript{94} Lobbyists have expertise, but the fact that it is expressly for hire limits the value of their endorsement. Academics may be more impressive scholars, but their profession makes them less attuned to what political leaders want. To be clear, it is not our argument that think tanks will say anything or lack scholarly standards. If their support is obviously for sale, rather than a result of study, they destroy the value they provide to funders. On the other hand, if think tanks were really universities without students, with no obvious policy agenda, few would attract funding.

One senator described this legitimization function this way: “You can find a think tank to buttress any view or position, and then you can give it the aura of legitimacy and credibility by referring to their report.”\textsuperscript{95} Rory Stewart, an expert on Afghanistan who opposed the 2009 surge,
describes how this dynamic played out in his consultation with Obama administration officials planning the surge: “It’s like they’re coming in and saying to you, ‘I’m going to drive my car off a cliff. Should I or should I not wear a seatbelt?’ And you say, ‘I don’t think you should drive your car off the cliff.’ And they say, ‘No, no, that bit’s already been decided—the question is whether to wear a seatbelt.’ And you say, ‘Well, you might as well wear a seatbelt.’ And then they say, ‘We’ve consulted with policy expert Rory Stewart and he says . . . .’ ”

Motivations for Operational Mind-Sets

So far we have described why policy makers seek think tanks’ approval, but not why think tanks play this role. Why are they subordinate to politics? Why not follow academics in evaluating grand strategy? Think tanks’ diversity makes it difficult to generalize about their internal politics. Each has different sources of support. Some seek influence primarily among policy makers, while others court broader audiences. Some follow the direction of a few funders, often foundations or a government agency. Some support a political party; others, an ideology. In recent years, several think tanks, most prominently, the Center for American Progress and Heritage Foundation, organized separate branches for lobbying and supporting candidates. Federally funded research and development corporations (FFRDCs) exist to help elements of the government manage particularly technical issues. The most famous of these, the RAND Corporation, originally served as a home for Air Force scientific advisors and later branched out into other disciplines and government funding sources.

Still, we can identify four factors, active to varying extents in different think tanks, that encourage analysts to adopt the operational mind-set. The first is money. Some analysts profit directly from their views by serving as consultants to defense contractors or lobbyists. They have good reason to go along with policy arguments that benefit their funders. More important are think tanks’ operational funds. Some rely almost entirely on US government funds and require analysts to finance their own projects and pay by winning research contracts. Some think tanks receive considerable funding from major defense contractors.

These funding sources encourage an operational mind-set. One reason is that the funder often asks the research questions. Because of the funder’s function and interests, these are usually operational questions. Because analysts cannot know with certainty who their next funder will
be, they may refrain from criticizing the beliefs, like primacy, held by other potential funders. The result is circumstanced speech, not necessarily dishonesty. Also, think tanks dependent on these funds will be unlikely to hire or reward analysts that question primacy and risk alienating funders.100 Anyone seeking to be hired as an analyst by a think tank will likely consider several options, meaning that they should consider how their views fit with various think tanks. That uncertainty induces caution.

Foundation grants also create pressures to avoid certain arguments. An example is the mass of foundation support for nonproliferation studies, which probably keeps some from noting the deterrent benefit of nuclear weapons or emphasizing the dangers of militarized effort to slow their spread. And while prominent foundations are less tied to primacy than government agencies, their employees, like those of think tanks, have professional reasons to avoid straying too far from Washington’s intellectual conventions. That affects what they will fund.

Some think tanks receive funds from foreign governments or entities tied to them.101 This might seem to induce disloyalty or at least views that deviate from those of the US foreign policy establishment, but it is more likely another reason to support primacy. Most of the funding nations want the aid and protection that primacy justifies.

Professional ambition is a second reason analysts adopt an operational mind-set. Because most think tank scholars aspire to government appointments, they avoid offending the dominant foreign policy views in the party they hope to serve. Because both parties embrace primacy, ambitious analysts on both sides steer clear of attacking it. Ambition also recommends caution even when it comes to trumpeting some goals of potential patrons. Political winds may shift, and other patrons with different views may beckon. In the case of the recent Iraq War, Democratic leaders mostly supported it initially and mostly regretted that later. Hillary Clinton’s loss to Barack Obama in the 2008 Democratic presidential primaries demonstrates this risk. Cagey analysts avoided clear stances on the war, keeping their focus on issues like how to coordinate the interagency process to manage the state-building campaign.102

The third driver of the operational mind-set is relevance. Donors typically fund think tanks not just because of what they say but also for their seeming ability to convince policy makers. That requires relevance, meaning the attention of administration officials, congressional staff, and the like. Relevance generates media attention and boosts egos. Analysts
that tell policy makers things they do not want to hear, like criticism of
primacy’s goals, are liable to lose relevance.

Tangled in with relevance is a fourth cause: socialization. Because pri-
mary has become an operational code of the foreign policy establish-
ment, analysts may avoid criticizing it to avoid the social discomfort of
being at odds with their peers. This factor should be less important in
think tanks housed outside Washington, DC, especially those that are
linked to universities. Even Leslie Gelb, as president of the Council on
Foreign Relations, was not immune to such pressures. He attributed his
support for the Iraq War, which he’d come to regret, to “unfortunate
tendencies within the [Washington] foreign policy community, namely
the disposition and incentives to support wars to retain political and
professional credibility.”\textsuperscript{103} “The credibility Gelb speaks of is probably an
amalgam of professional and social factors that induce intellectual con-
formity. Accepting or at least keeping quiet about a flawed strategic con-
sensus is the price of membership in the foreign policy establishment.

Another example showing the confluence of these pressures is RAND’s
research on the Vietnam War. RAND never produced a broad assess-
ment of US policy in Vietnam. Starting in 1961, its analysts worked on
government-funded studies of narrower issuers like enemy morale and
the efficacy of the strategic hamlets program. RAND’s historiography on
its involvement in Southeast Asia during this period identifies “a general
pattern that was to prevail throughout the Vietnam War: When RAND’s
research conclusions contradicted official thinking, they usually elicited
strong objection and were ignored, or were dismissed outright.”\textsuperscript{104} In this
circumstance, analysts eager to be relevant to the client, get a government
appointment, or maintain funding are liable to emphasize findings that
clients find useful and to avoid questioning the war’s wisdom.\textsuperscript{105} Honesty
in what one writes is compatible with self-censorship.

If academics seek grants, appointments, and access at Washington’s
foreign policy institutions, they confront some of the same incentives
think tank analysts do.\textsuperscript{106} The result is academic writing friendlier to
primacy and more prone to operational thinking than would otherwise
be the case. Still, the academy’s professional incentives leave its scholars
overall far less susceptible than think tank analysts to the operational mind-
set. Tenure insulates against political pressures. And by rewarding novel
theory and bold conclusions, political science creates incentive to find flaws
in key theories underlying popular foreign policies and grand strategies.
Prospects for Grand Strategy Debate

Washington lacks a grand strategy debate, despite a vibrant debate in the academic security studies community on the subject. Something is wrong either in Washington or in the security studies community. We blame Washington, where US national security politics discourages debate about strategy and drives analysts to adopt an operational mindset. The US foreign policy establishment will continue to avoid debating grand strategy until politics changes. Others blame analysis, especially the academic kind. Many Washington policy hands and academics worry that Washington ignores academia because of its irrelevance. More than 20 years after Alexander George advocated “bridging the gap” between policy and academia, a number of initiatives are attempting to do so. Better questions and writing, in this view, would produce better policy. Stephen Walt, for example, refers to an academic “cult of irrelevance,” meaning esoteric research questions irrelevant to policy and quantitative and formal model research methods.

Relevance and accessibility are worthy goals. But they are unlikely to bridge the gap that keeps policy makers from embracing international relations scholarship. That prescription follows from a misdiagnosis of the problem. Today, Washington ignores all sorts of relevant, well-written, qualitative political science scholarship—including Walt’s. The biggest reason policy makers fail to heed such work is that it does not say what they want to hear. The tendency to blame analysis for bad policy results from the belief that everyone would agree on policy with the right information and theories. But democratic politics is a competition for power, where disagreement results from conflicts of interest and ideas are weapons the combatants wield.

A standard reaction to this notion that politics often wants science to serve rather than guide it is to propose emancipation, schemes to liberate analysis from political influence. That means keeping campuses and think tanks free of political ambition and government funds or somehow protecting “the policy process” from “self-interested individuals and groups.” But it is neither possible nor desirable to purge policy debates of self-interest. Washington’s marketplace of policy ideas is flawed—but democratic. Were it possible to purge it of self-interest, the market would be barren and silent but for the few failing merchants proudly disdainful of customers that never arrive. Think tanks totally divorced from political interests would wither or die, leaving their job
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to entities that respond to political demand. The solution to bad policy is better politics, meaning more productive conflict that demands new ideas, not quixotic attempts to empower Platonic guardians by quieting interested parties.

**Willingness to Challenge the Status Quo**

Given that the operational mind-set results from consensus, what may improve debate about grand strategy is conflict in the establishment, either between parties or some other set of important groups. If political leaders demanded strategic alternatives, think tanks would provide them. The operational mind-set would diminish. A precedent exists in the interservice fights of the late 1950s, which produced strategic debate about nuclear doctrine. But that seems unlikely at present, primarily because the conditions that produced primacy’s dominance appear durable.

Both critics and backers of primacy predicted that the Afghanistan and Iraq wars’ unpopularity, recession, and deficits would restrain US grand strategy or at least shift debate that way. Concern about the deficit produced the 2011 Budget Control Act’s budget caps, which restrained Pentagon spending. Antiwar sentiment made it difficult for US leaders to propose the use of ground forces in new conflicts. These shifts were not without effect, but the establishment consensus favoring primacy held. No other major defense policy changes have occurred, despite military spending cuts. Were a political constituency rejecting primacy likely to arise from these forces, it should have arrived already. If we are right, few think tanks will push for a reevaluation of US grand strategy. Only the academy can sustain a critique of primacy. That creates a special responsibility to do so. This need not entail a rush to the partisan barricades or prescriptive writing extending beyond what research supports. It means questioning the assumptions that underlie policy—pointing to the tradeoffs and faulty assumptions politics avoids acknowledging. While immediate results are unlikely, policy ideas often matter a lot eventually, but they are not self-ratifying. They get adopted when a shock, like a lost war, or crisis provokes widespread demand for change. Because it is nearly impossible to predict when this may happen, academics should continue producing ideas about strategy so they are on the bookshelf when politics goes in search of new ideas.
Efforts to move the political ground beneath leaders have greater promise. Academics can consider not just the wisdom of grand strategies but the basis of their support, which generates insight about how to alter them. Institutional reforms might fracture support for primacy. For instance, more aggressive spending caps requiring more painful cuts from powerful constituencies might have produced a real push to reevaluate primacy, possibly creating lasting change in the establishment’s ideological landscape. Similarly, a law requiring taxes to pay for wars would concentrate some of primacy’s costs and, given sufficient expense, likely split primacy’s support base. Another means to provoke strategic debate is increasing competition among military services for budgets and relevance. That might induce the services to promote strategic alternatives.

Beyond this, scholars who care about changing US grand strategy should continue their work but lower their expectations. Permissive international and domestic environments allowed Washington’s variously warring tribes to agree on a remarkably ambitious grand strategy. The market for alternatives is small, at best, so most politically relevant analysts stay operationally focused. Those of us bothered by that situation can take solace in the national good fortune that produced it. Only the richest, safest nations can persist in a foolish grand strategy without bothering to debate it.
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